
DO GOOD CAMPUS

1900+ hours spent mentoring, coaching, and advising undergraduate and graduate students on their projects, ventures, and professional development

94 exemplary students, faculty, and nonprofit organizations were awarded grants, from $250 to $7,500, to support their social impact work

126 students - at the undergraduate and graduate level - pursued nonprofit management and social innovation degrees and credentials

34 graduating students from 10 colleges and schools were recognized with a Do Good medal for their social impact efforts while at UMD

AWARDS AND IMPACT

Camp Kesem, 2019 Do Good Challenge finalist, raised $105K and offered free summer camp to 82 kids in its first two years

Linda Powers '15 won the first ever Do Good Award from UMD’s Alumni Association for her work with Miles for Smiles

Kahlil Kettering MPM ‘15 was selected as a finalist for the Pritzker Emerging Environmental Genius Award

Natalia Ochman '19 2019 Do Good Challenge winner, received a Fulbright Scholarship to teach in Poland

The James Hollister Wellness Foundation, 2017 Do Good Challenge winner, has provided recycled medication to more than 40K people in Central America

Jonathan Fix ’16 won UMD’s Young Alumnus of the Year for his work with Terps Against Hunger, which has packed nearly 3 million meals

The Do Good Institute
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IN THE CLASSROOM

The number of students who took a “Do Good” course focused on social impact, nonprofit leadership, or that included a Do Good project increased by 75 percent

965 1,687

2017-2018 2018-2019

GROWING DO GOOD ON CAMPUS AND BEYOND

Master’s Program Ranked Top 25

Started in 2012, UMD’s Nonprofit Management and Leadership program is now ranked as one of the best by U.S. News & World Report

Universitas 21 Takes Do Good Global

Do Good alums wowed the presidents of 27 major international universities & recieved commitments to partner on their efforts

Do Good Testifies Before Congress

DGI shared findings from its research on declining civic engagement and how our campus model empowers students to make a social impact

Imperfect Produce, Hungry Harvest, and Food Recovery Network - all founded by Do Good alums - have collectively saved approximately 59 million pounds of food from going to waste in 44 states and the District of Columbia

IN THE NEWS: MSNBC FAST COMPANY C-SPAN THE CHRONICLE OF PHILANTHROPY